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The City of South San Francisco hosted a Community Workshop for the General Plan Update on Tuesday, October 
20, 2020 from 6-8pm virtually via the Zoom Meeting platform. The purpose of the workshop was to review the 
preferred land use alternatives in South San Francisco. Through a presentation, discussion topics, live polls, and 
document annotation, meeting participants were provided opportunities to ask questions and provide comments. 
The following is a summary of the workshop and input received. 

Meeting Participant Demographics 
There were 12 members of the CAC present at the workshop. The neighborhoods represented, per a live poll that 
was administered during the meeting, included 17% from each of Downtown, El Camino Real/Orange Park, 
Sunshine Gardens, and Winston Serra, as well as 11% from each of Avalon and Lindenville, and 6% from each of East 
of 101 and Sign Hill. Most participants were over the age of 30 and were of Asian, Hispanic/Latino, or White descent 
(please see the Appendix for the comprehensive poll results). 

Project Overview 
The presentation provided an overview of the project, outreach events to date, the purpose and implementation of 
land use alternatives, and an overview vision statement, core values, and guiding principles. The community vision 
is: 

South San Francisco is a place where everyone can thrive. Its high quality of life, diverse and inclusive 
community, livable neighborhoods and excellent services, culture of innovation, and environmental 
leadership ensure all people have equitable opportunities to reach their full potential.  

The meeting participants were provided an opportunity to comment. The following is a summary of the input 
received: 

● Clarify the inputs and outputs of community engagement, especially those specific to sub areas.
● Share population and jobs-housing balance studies for the city 
● Specify actions to address resiliency, in particular, sea level rise 

Preferred Alternative for South San Francisco 
The next item on the agenda included an overview of the preferred, city-wide land use alternative. Participants 
learned how the project team developed this from the three draft land use alternatives that were previously 
prepared. This preferred alternative was developed based on feedback received from the previous round of draft 
alternatives and addresses the following concerns: 

● Allows for continued life sciences + biotech growth
● Reinforces Downtown as the heart of the community but minimizes land use change in Downtown
● Improves multimodal mobility
● Transform Colma Creek into a public amenity
● Retains land area for service, transportation, and industrial uses
● Creates mixed-use transit oriented community near Caltrain + BART stations 
● Supports workforce and affordable housing across the city 
● Creates new vibrant neighborhoods in Lindenville and East of 101

Workshop participants were asked to for their initial impression of the alternative. The following were the top ranked 
results:  

● It’s right on track – 48%
● On the fence or Don’t know – 19% each
● Back to the drawing board – 10%
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● Hit it out of the park – 5%
Please see the Appendix for a full breakdown of the results. 

The meeting participants were provided an opportunity to comment. The following is a summary of the input 
received: 

● Clarify heights and setbacks to maintain habitat restoration and resilience for areas like Colma Creek and
the Bay 

● Share transportation studies and focus on pedestrian/bike green pathways
● Elaborate on densities and encourage higher density zoning in areas like Winston Serra
● Share more information on office and commercial plans

This section was followed by an in-depth presentation on the preferred alternative for the four sub-areas where the 
most change is anticipated, accompanied with public comment for each. 

East of 101 
The project team provided an overview of the sub-area preferred alternative and a revised vision statement for the 
area upon which the preferred alternatives draws: 

East of 101 is a well-connected innovation district with a diverse mix of uses that serves as a model of 
sustainability, resilience, multimodal mobility, and economic opportunity 

This alternative was developed based on feedback received from the previous round of draft alternatives and 
addresses the following concerns: 

● Allows for the growth and continued success of the life sciences through intensification
● Retains a portion of land area for service, transportation, and industrial uses allowing properties to improve
● Creates a new mixed-use neighborhood at the Caltrain station and along S Airport Boulevard
● Transforms Colma Creek into a public amenity

Following the presentation, meeting participants were asked if the alternative represents the modified vision and for 
their initial impression of the alternative. Most participants agreed that the vision statement for East of 101 is 
represented in the alternative and that the preferred alternative is on the right track (please see the Appendix for 
comprehensive poll results). Following is a summary of input received from the meeting participants: 

● Focus on pedestrian and bike pathways to increase access and mobility in this area
● Re-examine traffic flows and parking predictions in the area
● Demonstrate focus on resilience and environmental preservation of the Bay
● Showcase the preferred alternative over the current land use map for easier comparison

Lindenville  
The project team provided an overview of the sub-area preferred alternative and a revised vision statement for the 
area upon which the preferred alternatives draws: 

Lindenville is a vibrant and inclusive neighborhood that maintains a base of good paying jobs, promotes the 
creative economy, and creates a new residential neighborhood where all people can thrive. 

This alternative was developed based on feedback received from the previous round of draft alternatives and 
addresses the following concerns: 
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● Retains a large portion of its land area for service, transportation, and industrial uses allowing properties to 
improve 

● Creates a new residential neighborhood centered along Colma Creek  
● Transforms Colma Creek into a public amenity 
● Provides a buffer of lower intensity industrial uses between higher intensity industrial uses and adjacent 

residential neighborhoods 
Following the presentation, meeting participants were asked if the alternative represents the modified vision and for 
their initial impression of the alternative. Most participants either agreed or were neutral of the representation of the 
vision statement for Lindenville in the alternative and positively agreed about the direction of the preferred 
alternative (please see the Appendix for comprehensive poll results). Following is a summary of input received from 
the meeting participants: 

● Revise the maps for clarification and more in-depth diagrams that address specificities (height, density, 
design standards) 

● Increase parkland in the Lindenville area 
● Share transportation studies, including connections to 101 and anticipated impact of parking 
● Incorporate resilience studies in these maps, particularly sea level rise 
● Focus on access for all, in particular, ADA access 

 

Downtown 
The project team provided an overview of the sub-area preferred alternative and a revised vision statement for the 
area upon which the preferred alternatives draws: 

Downtown is a home and gathering place to people of different income levels, races, and ethnicities. It is a center 
of art and culture, small and local business, housing, and transit that embrace the entire community. It celebrates 
the culture and history of the Downtown and of its residents. New growth is balanced with policy, action, and 
investment to protect vulnerable residents, homes, and businesses from displacement, allowing them to sustain 
roots in the community. New community gathering spaces provide opportunities for existing and new residents to 
connect and interact. 

This alternative was developed based on feedback received from the previous round of draft alternatives and 
addresses the following concerns: 

● Maintains the overall community vision for Downtown as the heart of South San Francisco 
● Retains the core community land use vision articulated in the Downtown Station Area Specific Plan 
● Creates a new residential neighborhood centered along Colma Creek  
● Creates mixed-use gateway along Airport Blvd with a neighborhood-serving center @ Linden Ave 

 
Following the presentation, meeting participants were asked if the alternative represents the modified vision and for 
their initial impression of the alternative. Most participants either agreed or were neutral of the representation of the 
vision statement for Downtown in the alternative and positively agreed about the direction of the preferred 
alternative (please see the Appendix for comprehensive poll results). Following is a summary of input received from 
the meeting participants: 

● Explore further the concept of the urban forest 
● Focus on the community center and consider an additional community amenity in the downtown area that 

can benefit residents and businesses alike 
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El Camino Real/Orange Park  
The project team provided an overview of the sub-area preferred alternative and a revised vision statement for the 
area upon which the preferred alternatives draws: 

A dynamic and re-envisioned boulevard that is a safe and healthy place for transit riders, pedestrians, and cyclists, 
with a diverse mix of commercial and residential, and open space uses. 

This alternative was developed based on feedback received from the previous round of draft alternatives and 
addresses the following concerns: 

● Creates 3-mixed use centers, including transit-oriented communities at the South San Francisco and San
Bruno BART Stations and at the intersection of El Camino Real and Westborough/Chestnut

● Maintains a mixed-use corridor between centers, with the following types of uses
o Health care district
o Community Civic Campus
o Higher-density Residential along El Camino Real

Following the presentation, meeting participants were asked if the alternative represents the modified vision and for 
their initial impression of the alternative. Most participants agreed that the vision statement for Downtown is 
represented in the alternative and positively agreed about the direction of the preferred alternative (please see the 
Appendix for comprehensive poll results). Following is a summary of input received from the meeting participants: 

● Explore further the options for affordable housing, including ownership and mobile home parks
● Demonstrate the tradeoffs of parking for BART versus development and be creative with parking solutions,

like underground parking
● Consider all residential areas be in close proximity to fundamental services like grocery stores and

restaurants
● Demonstrate the tradeoffs with high density and predicted traffic consequences

Preferred Alternative Survey 
After learning about each alternative, meeting participants were asked to provide their input through a survey which 
allowed participants to annotate the land use plan. (Please see the Appendix for comprehensive poll results). The 
following key themes came out of the survey annotations: 

● Density and Up-Zoning
● Sustainability + Resiliency
● Open Space + Ecology
● Accessibility of the Process
● Congestion + Parking
● Affordable Housing
● Implications + Lessons from COVID

Additional comments were made about the preferred alternative and the workshop format: 

● Consider hosting conversations about the preferred alternative to the other sub areas not represented in
the breakdown exercises

● Share resources to engage Spanish speakers with the survey and allow for comments/feedback in more
accessible ways

● Acknowledge the historical value of South San Francisco
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Appendix 
Citywide Preferred Land Use Alternative + Live Polls 
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East of 101 Preferred Land Use Alternative+ Live Polls  
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Lindenville Preferred Land Use Alternative + Live Polls 
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Downtown Preferred Land Use Alternative + Live Polls 
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El Camino Real/Orange Park Preferred Land Use Alternative + Live Polls 
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Demographic Polls  
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